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Abstract

How predictable is evolution? There is no fully satisfactory answer to 
this 100-year old question yet. However, within the past two decades, 
much progress has been made towards unravelling various factors that 
influence the predictability of evolution. Much of this work has focused 
on the similarity of evolutionary responses in replicate populations of a 
given taxon that have independently colonised similar environments – a 
phenomenon known as parallel evolution. The fish species in the family 
Gasterosteidae (sticklebacks) have become popular models to study the 
repeatability of evolution. 

This thesis focuses on evolutionary history and parallel evolution in two 
ecologically similar and geographically co-distributed species in the 
family Gasterosteidae, the three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus acu-
leatus) and the nine-spined stickleback (Pungitius pungitius). Freshwa-
ter populations of both species evolved similar phenotypic traits after 
marine ancestors independently colonised freshwater environments. A 
highly resolved phylogeny is a prerequisite for untangling the processes 
that have shaped the underlying genomic divergence, including natural 
selection and population demographic history. Therefore, my thesis be-
gins by resolving the worldwide phylogenetic relationships and demo-
graphic history of both focal species, using state of the art phylogenomic 
analyses. The results indicate that extant three-spined stickleback pop-
ulations originated from the Eastern Pacific in the late Pleistocene, and 
the Atlantic populations were colonised from the Pacific ancestors via 
the Arctic Ocean. In contrast, nine-spined sticklebacks have a more an-
cient history, diversifying in the late Pliocene, and their current distri-
bution is the result of multiple waves of trans-Arctic colonisation from 
the Far East, with several divergent lineages having evolved across their 
geographic range.

The thesis then moves on to investigate the genetic basis of parallel 
freshwater adaptation in each of the two species, using the informa-
tion gained in the previous chapter to set up specific hypotheses and 
define simulation parameters. For three-spined sticklebacks, the level 
of parallel evolution at the genotype level was 10 times higher among 
the freshwater populations in the ancestral Eastern Pacific region than 
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anywhere else in the world. Empirical data and simulations demonstrate 
that these patterns are determined by a reduction in standing genetic 
variation outside the ancestral Eastern Pacific region, a result that can 
be explained by the demographic history of the species. A comparison of 
the two species revealed fundamental differences in the way standing ge-
netic variation – the raw material upon which selection acts – is distrib-
uted among populations. This was exemplified by 2-fold higher degree 
of genetic structuring and 23-fold stronger isolation-by-distance in nine- 
than in three-spined sticklebacks. Conversely, the proportion of genetic 
parallelism in three-spined stickleback is 123.4 times greater than the 
nine-spined stickleback.  

Taken together, the thesis resolved the phylogenetic affinities and de-
mographic history of stickleback fishes using state-of-art methods and 
a global sampling strategy. Based on this knowledge, the thesis further 
uncovered profound heterogeneity in the repeatability of evolution with-
in and between the two model species in response to freshwater coloni-
sation. Hence, the two stickleback species with their contrasting demo-
graphic and evolutionary histories constitute a model system to study 
how differences in the distribution of standing genetic variation can in-
fluence the predictability of evolution.
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Introduction

Phylogenomics

A well-resolved phylogeny among taxa of inter-
est provides the evolutionary background on 
which we formulate and test rigorous ecolog-
ical and evolutionary hypotheses (Delsuc et al. 
2005). For instance, phylogenies are needed to 
gain insights into character homology and to 
identify the evolutionary mechanisms through 
which similar phenotypes are likely to evolve 
in distinct evolutionary lineages (Elmer & Mey-
er 2011; McCune & Schimenti 2012; Schluter 
2000). 

During the past two decades, genome-wide 
data has become increasingly available due 
to decreasing costs, increased computational 
power and the development of novel analyti-
cal tools, ultimately transforming molecular 
phylogenetics (Philippe et al. 2005; Telford et 
al. 2015). While during the 1990s it was very 
common to reconstruct phylogenies from short 
fragments of mtDNA, reconstruction of phylog-
enies using thousands of genes from hundreds 
of individuals is currently within the reach of 
any average-sized lab (Bleidorn 2017). This 
transformation has been enabled by the rap-

id development of high-throughput sequenc-
ing technologies (next-generation sequencing, 
NGS; Davey et al. 2011), which allows a large 
number of genetic markers to be obtained with 
deep genome-wide coverage in a cost-effec-
tive manner. The most common sequencing 
approaches used in ecology and evolutionary 
biology are whole genome sequencing (WGS; 
Davey et al. 2011) and restriction site-associ-
ated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq; Hohenlohe et 
al. 2010), which target the entire genome or a 
random subset (usually 1-10%), respectively.

Analysing data from a large number of inde-
pendently segregating loci across the entire ge-
nome presents novel and significant challeng-
es (Kapli et al. 2020). This is because various 
parts of the genome may reflect different evo-
lutionary histories, resulting in an incongru-
ence between the species tree and individual 
gene trees (Edwards et al. 2016; Nichols 2001). 
Such incongruence is a result of different evo-
lutionary processes, mainly incomplete lineage 
sorting (ILS, Box 2), gene flow and gene trans-
fer (Mallo & Posada 2016). 

For recently diverged taxa, ILS is often as-
sumed to be the main cause of discordance 
between individual gene trees and the spe-
cies tree (Box 2). The multi-species coalescent 
(MSC) model can be applied to account for ILS 

Box 1. Structure of the thesis

Chapter I Chapter II Chapter III

Phylogenomics Adaptive evolution

Chapter IV Chapter V

The main topics and species studied are presented. Red fish represent the three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus 
aculeatus); blue fish represent the nine-spined stickleback (Pungitius pungitius).
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(DeGiorgio & Degnan 2009; Rannala & Yang 
2003). In contrast to the common practice of 
concatenating all genes into one supermatrix 
from which the phylogenetic tree is inferred, 
the MSC model reconstructs species tree 
through integration over separate gene trees 
(Xu & Yang 2016). The implementation of the 
MSC model in a Bayesian framework is consid-
ered to be the best approach to solve the ILS 
issue (Leaché & Rannala 2011; Thawornwat-
tana et al. 2018). This approach is based on 
Bayesian inference where the best phylogeny 
is searched for by estimating the statistical 
distributions of simulated parameters (topolo-
gy, branch length, etc.) derived from a Markov 
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm (Ranna-
la & Yang 1996). However, the MSC model in a 
Bayesian framework is computationally highly 
demanding, and for this reason, application of 
the MSC method sometimes requires simpli-

fied models to reduce computational demand 
(e.g. Stange et al. 2018).

Parallel evolution

When multiple independent populations adapt 
to similar environments, they may evolve simi-
lar phenotypes in response to similar selective 
pressures. These parallel phenotypic changes 
are often referred to as parallel or convergent 
evolution, depending on whether the similar 
phenotypes arise via the same (parallel) or dif-
ferent (convergent) developmental pathways 
and genetic mechanisms (Futuyma 1998). 
Throughout this thesis, parallel evolution is 
strictly defined as parallel phenotypic changes 
arising from the same genetic mechanism (i.e. 
selection acting on the same alleles; See Box 3). 

Box 2. Incomplete lineage sorting

Coalesent 
event of 
alleles

Ti
m

e
Ti

m
e

Species tree

Gene tree 1

A B C

Gene tree 2

A B C

BA C

The figure illustrates a gene-tree-species-tree 
discordance caused by incomplete lineage 

sorting (ILS). ILS is the scenario where the most 
recent common ancestor for a given gene 
of the two species precedes speciation time, 
also known as deep coalescence (Tiley et al. 
2020; Mallo & Posada 2016). This phenomenon 
is common, particularly when speciation or 
diversification events happened on a short 
time scale causing short branches connecting 
taxa. In this thesis, the inferred population 
trees are similar to the species trees mentioned 
above, but consider the history of conspecific 
populations. ILS can be modelled using the 
multi-species coalescent (MSC) model (Rannala 
& Yang 2003), which reconstructs gene trees 
separately and infers species tree based on the 
probability distribution of gene trees. Hence, 
MSC-based methods are believed to be superi-
or to other methods in recovering true species 
trees among recently divergent taxa.
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In the wild, parallel phenotypic changes are 
relatively common (e.g. Stern 2013; Rosen-
blum et al. 2014) and considered to be strong 
evidence for the action of natural selection, be-
cause the repeated evolution of similar pheno-
types in response to similar ecological condi-
tions is unlikely to occur by chance (Harvey & 
Pagel 1991). Many compelling cases of parallel 
phenotypic changes in various species, such as 

cichlid fishes and butterflies, can be found from 
recent reviews (e.g. Stern 2013; Bolnick et al. 
2018). An iconic example of parallel evolution 
is the repeated reduction of skeletal armour 
in response to freshwater colonisation from 
marine ancestors of three-spined sticklebacks; 
the same low-plated phenotypes evolved in in-
dependent populations via repeated selection 

Box 3. Parallel evolution as defined in this thesis

Segments of
genomes

Phenotypes Gene
responsible for phenotype

Parallel evolution at allelic level
is analysed and discussed
in this thesis

Variation(s)

Parallel evolution at gene level
with independent mutations
is outside of the scope of this thesis

Same
alleles

Di�erent
alleles

The Terms “parallel” and “con-
vergent” evolution have 

various definitions in the litera-
ture. The traditional definitions 
in the context of phenotypic 
evolution is anchored to phy-
logeny/relatedness (Futuyma 
1998): parallelism occurs when 
the phenotypic similarities 
have arisen in closely related 
taxa (e.g. loss of lateral plates in 
different stickleback popula-
tions), whereas phenotypic 
similarity among distantly 
related taxa (e.g. wings of 
birds and bats) is considered 
as convergence. However, an 
alternative definition is based 
on the molecular mechanisms 
through which phenotypic sim-

ilarities evolve (Elmer & Meyer 
2011; Rosenblum et al. 2014). 
In this definition, parallelism 
and convergence refer to the 
evolution of similar phenotypes 
via shared or distinct molecu-
lar mechanisms, respectively. 
Other definitions exist (see 
review in Rosenblum et al. 
2014) and there is no consen-
sus, as all definitions have their 
limitations (Haas & Simpson 
1946). For instance, the criteria 
for differentiating “closely” from 
“distantly” related taxa is vague, 
and there are many hierarchi-
cal levels of genetic similarity 
at the molecular level (e.g. 
allele, gene, network, pathway, 
function; Conte et al. 2012; 

Rosenblum et al. 2014). 

In this thesis, the term “parallel 
evolution” is used to refer both 
to phenotypic and genetic 
similarity in closely related, 
intraspecific taxa, always spec-
ifying whether I am referring 
to the phenotypic or genetic 
level. Moreover, genetic parallel 
evolution (or “genetic parallel-
ism”) is used to refer to parallel 
changes at the allelic level (i.e. 
selection repeatedly acting on 
the same variants). An example 
of parallel evolution at the nu-
cleotide level is given in Box 4. 
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on the same allele (Bell & Foster 1994; Colosi-
mo et al. 2005) (Box 4). 

Understanding parallel evolution at both phe-
notypic and molecular levels can improve 
our ability to predict adaptive evolution (Orr 
2005; Sackton & Clark 2019). In recent dec-
ades, research has focused on exploring the 
genomic mechanisms underlying parallel 
phenotypic changes in order to understand 
the extent to which the phenotypic similari-
ties across taxa are driven by the same genet-
ic mechanisms (Conte et al. 2012). A common 
approach to investigate genetic parallelism 
is to perform FST based genome scans among 
replicate pairs of populations, seeking over-
lapping outliers that show signatures of selec-
tion in multiple population pairs (reviewed by 
Fraser & Whiting 2019; Box 5). Unsupervised 
genome scan approaches (e.g., Luu et al. 2017; 
Jones et al. 2012; Kemppainen et al. 2015) are 
also increasingly adopted in the analyses of 
genetic parallelism because of their capability 
to uncover evolutionary phenomena without 
a priori population classification (Box 5).

Parallel evolution can be achieved via selec-
tion on shared genetic variation segregating 
in the common ancestor (i.e. standing genetic 
variation, SGV) or via repeated de novo mu-
tations in segregating lineages (Barrett & 
Schluter 2008). Adaptation from SGV can lead 
to rapid evolution in response to new envi-
ronments, and is seen as the principal source 
of variation fuelling parallel evolution across 
populations (Barrett & Schluter 2008; Schluter 
& Conte 2009; Thompson et al. 2019). Empirical 
cases of rapid parallel evolution from SGV have 
been observed to occur over just a few decades 
(Lescak et al. 2015; Marques et al. 2018).

The probability of parallel evolution is deter-
mined by the similarity of selective optima, the 
availability of a common pool of adaptive alleles 

(SGV) and the genetic architecture of the trait 
in question (Rosenblum et al. 2014). In turn, 
SGV is a product of the demographic history of 
a set of populations, as well as their history of 
selection. While the effect of the variance in se-
lective optima and the genetic constraints on 
the probability of parallel evolution have re-
ceived much attention (e.g. Bailey et al. 2015; 
Colosimo et al. 2005; Jones et al. 2012; Morales 
et al. 2019; Rennison et al. 2020; Stuart et al. 

Box 4. Parallel evolution in lateral plate 
phenotypes in three-spined sticklebacks.

EDA allele frequencies

Freshwater

Freshwater

Marine

Ecotype
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

T he evoluTion of ecologically divergent lateral 
plate phenotypes in three-spined stickle-

backs (G. aculeatus) serves as an example of 
genetic parallelism at the allelic level in the wild. 
The schematic illustration shows the reduction 
in the number of lateral plates in sticklebacks 
in response to freshwater adaptation from the 
marine habitat. This repeated phenotypic evolu-
tion of low-plated phenotypes across freshwater 
populations occurred through repeated selection 
of Ectodysplasin (EDA) alleles derived from an 
ancestral haplotype in the marine populations 
(Colosimo et al. 2005). This is illustrated in the 
accompanying figure where parallel evolution 
occurs in the fish populations (1), (2) and (4) due 
to the reused low-plated EDA alleles. When the 
low-plated allele frequency (red colour in pies) 
is low or missing, the fish might evolve a func-
tionally equivalent freshwater phenotype (e.g. 
‘small-plated’ fish population [6] in the figure) 
through alternative genetic pathway(s) instead of 
the EDA gene (Leinonen et al. 2012).
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Box 5. Detecting genetic parallelism using supervised and unsupervised genome scans 
in the thesis.

Po
pu

la
tio

n 
di

�e
re

nt
ia

tio
n 

(F
ST

)
0

1
0

1
0

1 M
 vs. PO

P 1
M

 vs. PO
P 2

M
 vs. PO

P 3

Genomic segment

Genetic parallelism (overlpping outliers)Scenario of four populations

Outlier threshold
One marine population (M) and

three freshwater populations (POP 1–3) 

POP 1 POP 2 POP 3

Genomic loci 
in a network

Parallel evolution

PC 1

PC
 2

PC 1

PC
 2

Geographic structure

0 1Linkage Disequilibrium

Genomic loci 
in a clustering tree

Unsupervised linkage disequilibrium (LD) network analyses (LDna)

FST-based supervised genome scan

(data from Kemppainen et al. 2015) 

Clusters of correlated 
loci (LD-clusters) at 
the given LD threshold

LD threshold

FF
FF

F

F F

MM
MM

MMM
MM

M
F
F

A
A A
AA

A

AA

APPP
P
PPP

P

Marine
samples

Freshwater
samples

Atlantic
samples

Pacific
samples

(M)

(F)

(P)

(A)

a

c d e

b

Schematic representation of genome scan approaches to detect parallel genetic changes: FST-based supervised genome scan (a-b) 
and unsupervised linkage disequilibrium (LD) network analyses (LDna, c-e). (a) A demographic scenario of three independent 
freshwater populations originating from the same ancestral marine population. (b) Genetic parallelism (overlapping outliers) 
across three freshwater populations identified using pairs of FST genome scans. (c) A schematic clustering tree of pairwise LD 
values among genomic loci in the population genomic data of Kemppainen et al. (2015). (d) Network visualisation showing all 
links between loci in a population genomic dataset at a given LD threshold. (e) Evolutionary phenomenon of LD-clusters revealed 
by PCA, reflecting parallel genetic evolution (top) and geographic structure (bottom).

genome scans among replicate 
population pairs are a useful 

approach to investigate parallel 
evolution, as they are easily im-
plemented even in the context of 
non-model species with average 
sample sizes (i.e. N > 10) and 
without genetic crosses (Whiting 
& Fraser 2020). All genome scans 
aim to identify loci that display 

stronger differentiation than 
expected under a neutral null 
model of divergence (Butlin 2010). 
Among populations, allelic differ-
entiation (FST; Weir & Cockerham 
1984) is the most commonly used 
statistic in outlier analyses (re-
viewed by Fraser & Whiting 2019). 
This approach is “supervised”, 
in the sense that it requires a 

priori classification of populations 
with divergent adaptations (i.e., 
ecotypes; e.g., marine versus inde-
pendent freshwater stickleback 
populations; [a] in the figure). The 
presence of common genomic 
outliers among replicate pairs of 
populations under divergent se-
lection are thus taken as evidence 
of genetic parallelism (b).
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2017; Thompson et al. 2019), the impact of the 
variation in access to SGV remains much less 
studied (but see: Leinonen et al. 2012; Kemp-
painen et al. 2020; Ralph & Coop 2010; Ralph 
& Coop 2015a, b). The demographic history of 
a species (e.g., effective population size [Ne], 
gene flow and time of divergence among pop-
ulations) determines the distribution of SGV 
within and across its populations, and thus 
may affect the probability of parallel genetic 
evolution (Rosenblum et al. 2014; Kemppainen 
et al. 2020).

The study systems

The focal species of this thesis are two co-dis-
tributed stickleback fishes in the family 
Gasterosteidae: the three-spined stickleback 
(Gasterosteus aculeatus) and the nine-spined 
stickleback (Pungitius pungitius; Fig. 1). The 
three-spined stickleback has been one of the 

most important model species for ecological 
and evolutionary biology research for decades 
(Bell & Foster 1994; Gibson 2005; Hendry et al. 
2013; Östlund-Nilsson et al. 2006). Although 
serving as a model for some behavioural re-
search in the past (Herczeg et al. 2009b; Herczeg 
et al. 2009c; Morris 1951, 1955), the nine-
spined stickleback has been utilised in evolu-
tionary biology research much less frequently 
(Merilä 2013). The two species diverged about 
25 million years ago (Mya; Varadharajan et al. 
2019), and share a similar, yet not identical, cir-
cumpolar distribution range across the north-
ern hemisphere (Wootton 1976). Both species 
share similarities in size (typically <100 mm), 
ecological and life history traits, breeding 
habits, as well as in their morphological and 
behavioural characteristics (Baker 1994; De-
Faveri et al. 2014; DeFaveri et al. 2013; McLen-
nan & Mattern 2001; Wootton 1976; Wootton 
1984). Despite these similarities, the three-
spined stickleback is typically more abundant 

The supervised approach might 
lead to biases in outlier detec-
tion when 1) populations in a 
continuous sampling scheme are 
defined improperly (Waples & 
Gaggiotti 2006), 2) populations 
contain admixed individuals (Lot-
terhos & Whitlock 2015; Luu et al. 
2017), or 3) there are not enough 
samples at the population level 
to obtain precise estimates of 
allele frequencies. On the contra-
ry, unsupervised genome scan 
approaches allow the analysis of 
a population genomic dataset 
without a priori population 
classification and lower levels 
of replication at the population 
level. Unsupervised genome scan 
approaches include the program 
pcadapt (Luu et al. 2017), which 
searches for outliers based on 
PCA and population structure, as 
well as the method of self-organ-

izing map-based iterative Hidden 
Markov Model (SOM/HMM) used 
in Jones et al. (2012) to identify 
genetic parallelism across indi-
viduals with shared phylogenetic 
signals. 

To identify genetic parallelism 
from population genomic data-
sets, this thesis applies another 
unsupervised approach – Link-
age disequilibrium (LD) network 
analyses (LDna) – developed 
by Kemppainen et al. (2015). 
LDna adopts network analyti-
cal methods on the pattern of 
pairwise LD (Hill & Robertson 
1968; Barton 2011) between 
loci across the genome (e.g., Fig. 
Box 5c), in which LD refers to 
the non-random association of 
alleles between pairs of loci. In 
LDna, a hierarchical (single link-
age) clustering algorithm is used 

to cluster loci sharing high LD 
values (r2; 0<r2<1, where 0 means 
that alleles are totally independ-
ent from each other) that aims 
to identify sets of loci connected 
by high LD (Fig. Box 5d). Since 
LD is a sensitive indicator of 
many evolutionary phenomena, 
the resulting LD-clusters (sets of 
clustered loci) can be attributa-
ble to population demographic 
history (Fig. Box 5f), chromosom-
al inversions (see example in Fig. 
5e), local adaptation and parallel 
adaptation (Fig. Box 5e). When 
a PCA based on loci within a 
LD-cluster is performed, individ-
uals are expected to group based 
on their demographic history 
(Fig. Box 5f), karyotype (in the 
case of chromosomal inversion) 
or ecotype (in the case of parallel 
evolution).
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in pelagic and coastal marine habitats than the 
nine-spined stickleback (Wootton 1976, 1984; 
DeFaveri et al. 2012; Ojaveer et al. 2003). 

The Pungitius sticklebacks are more diversi-
fied than the Gasterosteus sticklebacks. The 
genus Gasterosteus consists of three taxonom-
ically valid species (viz. G. aculeatus, G. wheat-
landi, G. japonicus; Eschmeyer et al. 2017), 
while there are at 
least seven taxonom-
ically valid species in 
the genus Pungitius 
(Eschmeyer et al. 
2017; Takahashi et al. 
2016). The level of ge-
netic differentiation 
among populations 
in the genus Pungi-
tius is much strong-
er than that among 
Gasterosteus popula-
tions (DeFaveri et al. 
2012; Merilä 2013, 
2014; but see Raey-
maekers et al. 2017). 
Therefore, the pool 
of SGV across the 
distribution range of 
Pungitius species is 
likely to be more het-
erogeneous than that 
of the Gasterosteus 
species.

Repeated evolution of similar phenotypic traits 
in similar habitats has been observed in both 
species, in terms of morphology, behaviour and 
life history (Leinonen et al. 2006; Östlund-Nils-
son et al. 2006; Herczeg et al. 2010; Hohenlohe 
& Magalhaes 2019; Schluter et al. 2010; Merilä 
2013; Kemppainen et al. 2020). For instance, 
three-spined sticklebacks have evolved a re-
duced pelvic apparatus and lateral plate num-

bers in numerous independently colonised 
freshwater environments (Chan et al. 2010; 
Colosimo et al. 2005; Cresko et al. 2004; Shap-
iro et al. 2004). Likewise, nine-spined stickle-
backs have repeatedly evolved reduced body 
armour (Herczeg et al. 2010), including pelvic 
reduction (Kemppainen et al. 2020; Shapiro et 
al. 2006; Shikano et al. 2013), as well as larger 
body size in isolated ponds compared to their 

marine conspecif-
ics (Herczeg et al. 
2009a; Karhunen et 
al. 2014). 

With access to 
genomic resources 
and new analytical 
tools, the genetic ba-
sis of sticklebacks’ 
parallel evolution has 
been studied exten-
sively. The most well-
known case is the lat-
eral plate reduction 
in the three-spined 
sticklebacks, which 
was found to be con-
trolled by a major 
gene of large effect 
(Ectodysplasin, EDA; 
Colosimo et al. 2005; 
Box 4). Furthermore, 
a study using whole 
genome sequences 
of 20 three-spined 

sticklebacks sampled across the world identi-
fied ~200 genomic regions showing signatures 
of parallel freshwater adaptation (Jones et al. 
2012). In contrast, it has been suggested that 
the repeated evolution of similar phenotypes 
in nine-spined sticklebacks is more likely to 
be grounded on more heterogeneous genetic 
mechanisms than that of three-spined stickle-
backs (Merilä 2013). The reasoning behind this 
expectation is that populations of nine-spined 

Three-spined stickleback (G. aculeatus)

Nine-spined stickleback (P. Pungitius)

Figure 1 | The study species. The two main study species 
used as model in this thesis work (photos by Petri Kuokka 
and Bohao Fang).
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Box 6. Possible demographic scenarios of freshwater adaptation in three-spined 
sticklebacks.

Transporter Hypothesis
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in the Eastern Pacific
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Schematic representation of the “transporter hypoth-
esis” scenario following Schluter & Conte (2009). (a) 

Initial local adaption of the freshwater populations in the 
Pacific. (b) The colonisation of stickleback populations 
from the Pacific to the Atlantic. (c) Geographic isolation 
between the Pacific and the Atlantic. (d) Extinction of 
freshwater habitats during the last glacial period with 
the survival of refuge populations. (e) Post-glacial colo-
nisation from the marine to the new freshwater habitat. 
(f-g) The scenario following the “secondary contact” 
hypothesis of Bierne et al. (2013). (f) Freshwater popu-
lations colonised from land-locked ice-lake freshwater 
population via meltwater after LGM. (g) Post-glacial 
secondary contacts between marine and freshwater 
populations in the Pacific.

schluTer and Conte (2009) 
proposed the “transporter 

hypothesis” to explain rapid 
parallel evolution observed in 
three-spined stickleback popu-
lations from marine to freshwa-
ter. The hypothesis postulated 
that freshwater adaptation was 
facilitated by repeated selection 

on freshwater adapted alleles 
that are maintained as SGV in 
ancestral marine populations in 
low frequency. 

An alternative explanation for 
the observed parallel ecotypic 
divergence in three-spined 
sticklebacks is the scenario of 

“secondary contact” proposed 
by Bierne et al. (2013). Using 
simulations, Bierne et al. (2013) 
suggested that the same ecolog-
ical divergent genomic pattern 
could be achieved when the pop-
ulation range expansion initiated 
in allopatry, followed by gene 
flow upon secondary contact 
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stickleback are older and genetically more 
structured (subject to more genetic drift) than 
those of three-spined sticklebacks (DeFaveri 
et al. 2012). This pattern is in turn expected 
to reduce the pool of shared SGV among pop-
ulations, lowering the probability of parallel 
evolution. There is some evidence to suggest 
that this is indeed the case (Kemppainen et al. 
2020), but comparative genomic studies of the 
two co-distributed stickleback species utilis-
ing broad geographic and genomic sampling 
are still lacking. 

It is widely acknowledged that three-spined 
sticklebacks exhibit high levels of parallel evo-
lution as exemplified by numerous genomic re-
gions consistently differentiating marine and 
freshwater ecotypes (Hohenlohe & Magalhaes 
2019). However, the historical focus in previous 
studies has been on the Eastern Pacific region 
(Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2012; Chan 
et al. 2010; Colosimo et al. 2005; Hohenlohe & 
Magalhaes 2019; Nelson & Cresko 2018). Al-
though sampling in two studies has covered a 
larger geographic range across the Pacific and 
Atlantic Oceans (Jones et al. 2012; DeFaveri et 
al. 2011), the Eastern Pacific samples still con-
stituted over half of the samples in the study 
by Jones et al. (2012). In fact, recent studies 
focusing on populations from the Atlantic re-
gion have indicated much more heterogeneous 
ecotype differentiation with different and rel-
atively limited genetic parallelism across stud-
ied populations (Ferchaud & Hansen 2016; Liu 

et al. 2018; Pujolar et al. 2017; Terekhanova et 
al. 2019; Terekhanova et al. 2014). For instance, 
using RAD-seq, Ferchaud & Hansen (2016) did 
not find any consistently differentiated genom-
ic regions between all marine–freshwater pop-
ulation pairs in Denmark. Therefore, in order 
to quantify the extent and geographic heter-
ogeneity of parallel evolution in the three-
spined stickleback supermodel, a genome-wide 
analyses based on the comprehensive global 
sampling is needed.

between marine and freshwater 
habitats. From the genetic per-
spective, the gene flow between 
ecotypes after range expansion 
would erase the past differenti-
ation in neutral loci but not for 
genomic regions under divergent 
selection, and thus shape the 

exact same pattern attributable 
to the ecological speciation 
explained by the "transporter 
hypothesis" (Bierne et al. 2013). 

Following the above two hy-
potheses, the figure depicts the 
possible demographic scenar-

ios of freshwater adaptation in 
three-spined sticklebacks to 
explain the high levels of parallel 
genetic evolution in the Eastern 
Pacific region (see results and 
discussion).
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Aims of this thesis

The broader aim of this thesis was to gain in-
sights into the evolutionary mechanisms in-
fluencing the repeatability (i.e. predictability) 
of local adaptation in populations adapting 
to similar environments. More specifically, I 
wanted to investigate if and how the phyloge-
netic and demographic history of populations 
constrains the probability of parallel evolution. 
To this end, I studied the phylogenetic and de-
mographic history and incidence of parallel 
adaptive evolution in both target species. (Box 
1; Table 1). First, I constructed the worldwide 
phylogeny of the three-spined stickleback 
(Chapter I and II), and that of the nine-spined 
stickleback (Chapter III). Second, I investigat-
ed the patterns and underlying causes of het-
erogeneous parallel evolution in three-spined 
stickleback marine and freshwater popula-
tions (Chapter IV), as well as that between 
three- and nine-spined sticklebacks (Chapter 
V).

In Chapter I, the aim was to reconstruct the 
phylogenetic relationships and colonisation 
routes among worldwide three-spined stick-
leback populations. Since all previous studies 
had used either limited geographic sampling 
and/or limited number of marker genes, the 
evolutionary relationships and colonisation 
history of its populations have remained 
poorly resolved. The study sought to infer a 
robust and exhaustive phylogeny by using ge-
nome-wide SNPs and comprehensive sampling 
of populations spanning the species’ entire dis-
tribution range.

In Chapter II the aim was to estimate diver-
gence times among major three-spined stick-
leback lineages based on the phylogenetic 
topologies recovered in Chapter I, and to ex-
plore if and how ILS affects the divergence 

time estimates. The motivation for this study 
was provided by the findings of Stange et al. 
(2018), which indicated that the site concate-
nation approach used also in Chapter I might 
bias divergence time inference in the presence 
of ILS, and that such bias could be accounted 
for by the MSC model. By applying both a con-
catenation approach and the MSC method with 
multiple calibration schemes, the study sought 
to establish a robust timeline for the diversifi-
cation of worldwide stickleback lineages and to 
provide a case study to illustrate how different 
analytical frameworks and calibration strate-
gies affect divergence time estimates.

In Chapter III, I switched focus to the genus 
Pungitius and its most widespread member, 
the nine-spined stickleback (P. pungitius). The 
main aims were to clarify the phylogenomic 
relationships of Pungitius species and popu-
lations, and to investigate the proportion of 
the genome subjected to introgression among 
Pungitius taxa. Moreover, based on the phylog-
enomic hypothesis and sequence divergence 
analyses, I sought to decipher the taxonom-
ic validity of Pungitius taxa which have been 
subject to long-standing controversy due to 
conflicting evidence from morphological and 
mitochondrial DNA analyses.

In Chapter IV, I studied parallel evolution in 
the three-spined stickleback. Using a large 
genomic data set with comprehensive glob-
al sampling, I explored genetic parallelism in 
marine–freshwater differentiation at different 
geographic scales, considering the phylogeo-
graphic affinities and colonisation history of 
G. aculeatus populations revealed in Chapters 
I and II. The aim was to examine whether the 
degree of parallel evolution is as pervasive as 
suggested in earlier studies, or whether there 
is geographical heterogeneity in the degree of 
parallelism that could be attributable to the 
complex demographic history of this species. 
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Chap. MAIN OBJECTIVES MAIN METHODS MAIN RESULTS IMPLICATIONS

I Reconstruction of the 
phylogenetic relationships 
and colonisation histories 
among worldwide G. acu-
leatus populations.

Bayesian coalescent 
analyses based on concat-
enation of thousands of 
genome-wide single-nu-
cleotide polymorphisms 
(SNPs). 

Robust phylogeny and 
reconstruction of colonisa-
tion history of worldwide 
G. aculeatus populations.

Extant three-spined 
sticklebacks share a very 
recent ancestry and have 
colonised Atlantic Ocean 
from the Eastern Pacific 
in the Late Pleistocene, 
far more recently than 
previously thought.

II Estimation of divergence 
times among major clades 
of three-spined stickle-
backs, and testing whether 
incomplete lineage sorting 
(ILS) may have biased esti-
mates of divergence times 
in Chapter I.

Phylogenetic methods 
using a multi-species 
(MSC) model under a 
Bayesian framework, and 
the concatenation method 
of Chapter I.

Robust divergence time 
estimates of three-spined 
sticklebacks, incorpo-
rating the uncertainties 
in different calibration 
schemes and phylogenetic 
methods.

Both calibration schemes 
and the multi-species 
coalescent model impact 
the divergence time esti-
mates. Multiple analytical 
frameworks are advo-
cated in divergence time 
estimation.

III Uncover the evolution-
ary relationships among 
different Pungitius species 
and populations glob-
ally, as well as study the 
prevalence and extent 
of introgression among 
recognized species.

MSC and maximum likeli-
hood-based phylogenetic 
inferences and intro-
gression detection with 
D-statistic and DFOIL-statis-
tics tests.

Evolutionary relationships 
within the Pungitius com-
plex resolved. Taxonomic 
validity of different taxa 
clarified. Evidence for fre-
quent hybridization among 
taxa.

The utility of mitochondri-
al markers in the study of 
evolutionary relationships 
among taxa is limited, 
particularly when hybrid-
ization and introgression 
have occurred.

IV Quantify the pervasiveness 
(or lack thereof) of genetic 
parallelism underlying 
freshwater adaptation in 
three-spined sticklebacks 
on a global scale.

Detection of marine-fresh-
water differentiated 
genomic regions using 
Linkage disequilibrium 
(LD) network analyses 
(LDna) and FST-based 
genome scans.

Three-spined sticklebacks 
exhibit strikingly higher 
levels of genetic paral-
lelism in the ancestral 
Eastern Pacific region than 
anywhere else in the world 
in response to freshwater 
colonisation.

Significantly reduced 
ancestral standing genetic 
variation (SGV) outside 
the Eastern Pacific region 
suggests that demo-
graphic history has an 
important role in shaping 
evolutionary adaption 
and the likelihood of 
parallel evolution.

V Compare the distribution 
of genetic variation within 
and among populations 
of the two stickleback 
species. Compare levels 
and patterns of the genetic 
parallelism in response 
freshwater colonisation 
among the two species.

Comparative population 
genetic analyses, com-
parative phylogenomic 
analyses and comparative 
LDna analyses.

The nine-spined stick-
leback harbours more 
heterogeneous pools of 
SGV and much lower levels 
of genetic parallelism than 
the three-spined stickle-
back.

The distribution of SGV – 
attributable to differences 
in species’ demographic 
and evolutionary histories 
– influences the predicta-
bility of evolution.

Table 1. Summary of the main objectives, methods, results and implications of individual 
chapters included in the thesis.
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Particularly, I wanted to test the hypothesis 
that the loss of standing genetic variation that 
has occurred since the species colonised areas 
outside of the ancestral Eastern Pacific region 
has reduced the probability of parallel evolu-
tion.

In Chapter V, I compared genetic diversity, 
evolutionary history and the degree of ma-
rine–freshwater genetic parallelism between 
the three- and nine-spined sticklebacks. In par-
ticular, I sought to identify if differences in the 
distribution of SGV can explain the differenc-
es in incidence of parallel evolution between 
the two species. Here, I hoped to shed light 
on the factors that shape the predictability of 
evolutionary adaptation to similar selection 
pressures by comparing the degree of genetic 
parallelism in marine–freshwater differentia-
tion in the two species and relating it to factors 
differentiating the two species.

Materials and Methods

In the following section, I will briefly introduce 
the materials and methods used in the five 
chapters of the thesis. Detailed descriptions of 
the methods and bioinformatics pipelines used 
are available from the methods sections of the 
individual chapters. 

The study species and sampling

This thesis focused mainly on two species: the 
three-spined stickleback (G. aculeatus; Chap-
ter I, II, IV and V) and the nine-spined stickle-
back (P. pungitius; Chapter III and V). The fish 
samples used in this thesis were collected with 
seine nets, minnow traps or electrofishing by 
research group members or collaborators.

The three-spined stickleback samples used in 
Chapter I were collected throughout the spe-
cies’ geographic range across the Pacific and 
Atlantic Oceans, including samples from the 
Mediterranean basin (Fig. 2a). Both marine 
and freshwater ecotypes were included. Most 
samples used in Chapter I were also used in 
the following chapters. Chapter II used a sub-
sample of populations from Chapter I. These 
populations were chosen to represent major 
lineages covering the entire species’ geograph-
ic range. Two G. nipponicus individuals were 
used in Chapters I and II as outgroups for 
phylogenetic inferences. Chapter IV used sam-
ples from Chapter I, excluding the populations 
from the Mediterranean basin (three-spined 
sticklebacks in the Mediterranean area are 
restricted to freshwater habitats). In addition, 
Chapter IV also incorporated some newly se-
quenced samples as well as samples from pub-
lic databases. Chapter V used the same three-
spined stickleback samples used in Chapter IV. 
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Chapter III used samples of nine-spined stick-
leback (Fig. 2b) and six other Pungitius species, 
including P. pungitius, P. laevis, P. platygaster, 
P. hellenicus, P. sinensis, P. tymensis and P. kai-
barae. Their sampling map can be found in 
Chapter III. In Chapter V, I used the samples 
from Chapter V as well as some new samples 
sequenced specifically for this study. In this 
chapter, I aimed to match the geographic sam-
pling of nine-spined and three-spined stickle-
backs as closely as possible.

Sequencing, genotyping and geno-
type likelihood estimation

In the thesis, all chapters used genome-wide 
SNP data sequenced by RAD-seq or WGS ap-
proaches. Protocols of DNA extraction, library 
preparation and sequencing are given in the 
respective chapters. In Chapters I, II and III, 
the phylogenomic and population genetic anal-
yses were conducted based on genotypes. In 
Chapter IV and V, which investigated marine–
freshwater genetic parallelism, the population 
genomic data sets were prepared in the form 
of genotype likelihoods to account for hetero-
geneous quality of the sequence data from sev-
eral sources.

The genotyping was conducted using standard 
bioinformatic pipelines. The raw sequencing 
data of the two species were first checked with 
FastQC (Gordon & Hannon 2010) and mapped to 
their respective reference genomes using BWA 
(Li and Durbin 2010). The mapped reads were 
used for calling variants (SNPs) with SAMtools 
and BCFtools (Chapter III; Li 2011) or ipyrad 
(Chapter I and III; Eaton 2014). Genotype fil-
tering was conducted in VCFtools (Chapter I, 
II, III, IV and V; Danecek et al. 2011). In Chap-
ter IV and V, genotype likelihoods estimation 
and their quality control were obtained from 
mapped reads with the program suite ANGSD 

(Korneliussen et al. 2014). Sex chromosomes of 
both species were excluded in the analyses.

Phylogenomic analyses

The phylogenetic analyses from Chapters I, II 
and III were performed with three different 
methods depending on the data sets used and 
the purpose of the analyses. The first method 
was the maximum-likelihood (ML) analysis 
implemented in RAXML (Stamatakis 2014) 
based on site supermatrices, which was able 
to handle large phylogenomic data. The second 
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Figure 2 | Sampling map of the study species. (a) 
Three-spined stickleback (G. aculeatus) populations used 
in Chapters I, II, IV and V. (b) Nine-spined stickleback (P. 
pungitius) populations used in Chapters III and V. Other 
Pungitius species in the genus are not displayed, but their 
sampling localities can be found in Chapter III. Solid circle, 
freshwater populations; hollow circle, marine populations.
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method was the Bayesian coalescent analysis 
with a relaxed molecular clock model imple-
mented in BEAST (Bouckaert et al. 2014) based 
on the concatenation of loci within a superma-
trix. This approach has been shown to be less 
affected by ILS than the ML method (Lambert 
et al. 2015). The third method was the Bayes-
ian phylogenetic inference based on the MSC 
model as implemented in SNAPP (Bouckaert et 
al. 2014). While this method can model ILS, it is 
also computationally demanding and current-
ly limited to analyses of a few tens/hundreds 
of individuals with a few thousand SNPs (Zim-
mermann et al. 2014). 

The coalescent-based phylogenies (concate-
nation and MSC methods) were applied with 
calibration points to infer divergence times; 
details regarding calibration strategies can 
be found in the respective chapters. The con-
fidence of the inferred phylogenies was tested 
using bootstrapping for ML trees, and evaluat-
ed by the posterior probabilities for coalescent 
trees.

In Chapters I and II, I used a concatenation 
approach to explore the time-calibrated world-
wide phylogeny of three-spined sticklebacks. 
The MSC model was used in Chapters II, III 
and V to infer the time-calibrated phylogenies 
of three- and nine-spined sticklebacks (or Pun-
gitius taxa) while accounting for ILS. The ML 
method was adopted in Chapter III to provide 
a reference phylogeny for Pungitius species us-
ing a large SNP supermatrix.

Population genetic analyses

Genetic diversities (individual heterozygosity 
H; nucleotide diversity π, Nei & Li 1979; Wat-
terson's theta θ, Watterson 1975) and genetic 
differentiation (FST, Weir & Cockerham 1984) 
were compared within (genetic diversity) 

and between (FST) populations of both species 
(Chapter V). To calculate H, I obtained the site 
frequency spectrum (SFS) for each individual 
and divided the number of segregating sites by 
the sum of the SFS. To calculate π and θ, per-site 
genetic diversities were firstly estimated with-
in populations based on the SFS with ANGSD 
starting from genotype likelihoods, and then 
averaged across sites to obtain global values. 
Pairwise FST between populations and the glob-
al FST of each ecotype were estimated based on 
the genotypes called from ANGSD with the R 
packages hierfstat (Goudet 2005) and StAMPP 
(Pembleton et al. 2013). Genetic diversities and 
allelic differentiation were quantitatively com-
pared between species with statistical tests by 
fitting generalized linear mixed-effects models 
(GLMMs) or by bootstrapping (Chapter V).

To evaluate and compare gene flow in the two 
focal species, Isolation-by-Distance (IBD) anal-
yses were performed for each ecotype of the 
two species (Chapter V). The analyses were 
conducted by regressing pairwise genetic dis-
tances (linearized FST = FST/(1 – FST); Rousset 
1997) against pairwise geographic distanc-
es between populations. To test and compare 
the significance and levels of IBD across spe-
cies, the regressions were fitted with maxi-
mum-likelihood population effects (MLPE) 
models, accounting for non-independence of 
pairwise distances (Clarke et al. 2002).

Genomic introgression among Pungitius taxa 
was evaluated with D-statistics (known as the 
‘ABBA-BABA’ test; Durand et al. 2011) and its 
extension known as DFOIL statistics (a five-tax-
on test; Pease & Hahn 2015; Chapter III). The 
D-statistics and DFOIL detect the admixed frac-
tion of the genome by summarising the propor-
tion of genomic data (SNPs) that is biased in re-
spect to the topologies expected under a strict 
bifurcating evolutionary history. The latter 
test could also identify the introgression do-
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nor and recipient lineages (i.e. direction of in-
trogression). Their specific applications were 
stated in Chapter III.

Detection of genetic parallelism 

To study the genetics of parallel evolution in 
response to freshwater colonisation in the two 
species, I assessed the patterns of genomic dif-
ferentiation between marine and freshwater 
ecotypes in both species (Chapter IV and V). 
Two approaches were used for this purpose 
(Box 5). The first approach relies on super-
vised genome scans based on marine–fresh-
water allelic differentiation (FST). The second 
approach was the unsupervised Linkage Dise-
quilibrium (LD) Network Analysis (LDna; Box 
5). 

For the FST analyses, the SNP-based FST between 
marine and freshwater ecotypes was calcu-
lated across the genome in respective species 
with ANGSD. In Chapter IV, the marine–fresh-
water FST of three-spined sticklebacks was an-
alysed separately for different geographical 
regions (Eastern Pacific, Western Pacific and 
Atlantic). In Chapter V, the marine–freshwa-
ter FST was computed for Atlantic populations 
of three- and nine-spined sticklebacks, respec-
tively (we had no marine nine-spined stickle-
back samples from the Pacific regions).

The second approach, LDna, is able to sepa-
rate population genomic data into sets of high-
ly correlated loci (LD-clusters) that reflect 
distinct evolutionary processes (Box 5). The 
association between the phylogenetic signal 
(inferred by Principal Component Analyses 
[PCA]) and marine–freshwater parallelism for 
each LD-cluster was tested by permutation. 
The resulting clusters of loci (LD-clusters) 
in LDna can be visualised in the form of net-
works where loci (nodes) are connected with 

LD values (edges) above given thresholds (Box 
5). LDna was performed with custom R scripts 
provided in the individual chapters. In Chapter 
IV, LDna was applied to the data set of global 
three-spined stickleback populations for iden-
tifying and quantifying marine–freshwater 
genetic parallelism at the regional and global 
geographical scales. In Chapter V, LDna was 
applied to three- and nine-spined stickleback 
populations in the Atlantic region to explore 
and compare the levels of genetic parallelism 
between the two species.
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Results and Discussion

Phylogenomics

Nine-spined sticklebacks were found to have 
a more ancient and complicated evolutionary 
history than three-spined sticklebacks. The 
time to the most common ancestor (TMRCA) 
of three-spined stickleback lineages could be 
traced back to the late Pleistocene, while that 
of nine-spined sticklebacks was much earlier in 
the late Pliocene. Extant Atlantic three-spined 
stickleback populations originated from a very 
recent colonisation from the Pacific just be-
fore the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, ca. 20–26 
thousand years ago, or Kya), and exhibit sig-
nificant ILS among newly founded postglacial 
Northern European populations (Chapter I, II 
and V). In the case of the nine-spined stickle-
back, multiple trans-Arctic colonisations be-
tween the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans were 
identified, resulting in several divergent line-
ages across the species distribution range. For 
instance, the phylogenetically young European 
populations were split into two distinct lin-
eages, interpreted to be a result of two inde-
pendent trans-Arctic colonisations from the 
Far East and/or North America, all of which 
happened before the LGM (Chapter III and V). 
I briefly elaborate on the results and discus-
sions of the phylogenomic analyses below. 

Phylogenomics of three-spined stickle-
backs

The phylogenomic analyses revealed three 
major clades among worldwide populations 
(Chapter I). These can be classified as a 
Trans-Pacific clade, a Southern European clade 
and a Trans-Atlantic clade (Fig. 3). The results 
of biogeographic analyses (Chapter I) and di-

vergence time estimates (Chapter I and II) 
suggest the following colonisation histories: 
the extant three-spined stickleback popula-
tions originated from the Pacific Ocean in the 
Late Pleistocene (ca. 36.9–346.5 Kya, Fig. 3), 
and colonised the Atlantic through the Ber-
ing Sea and Arctic Ocean ca. 29.5–226.6 Kya 
(Fig. 3). This Atlantic lineage likely survived in 
Southern European refugia during glacial peri-
ods and recolonised Northern Europe and the 
Western Atlantic (North American east coast) 
following the end of the last glaciation (Fig. 3).

The following findings regarding phylogenetic 
relationships and colonisation history of three-
spined sticklebacks are worth emphasising. 
First, the most ancestral populations resid-
ed in the Eastern Pacific region, from where 
three-spined sticklebacks colonised the rest of 
the world. This finding provided demographic 
evidence for my subsequent studies (Chapters 
IV and V), indicating that the Eastern Pacific is 
likely to harbour more SGV. Second, all contem-
porary three-spined stickleback populations 
share a very recent ancestry. The TMRCAs for 
all lineages inferred using coalescence-based 
methods in Chapters I and II were much 
more recent than previous estimates derived 
from mtDNA-based studies (Mäkinen & Merilä 
2008; Orti et al. 1994) and the fossil evidence 
from the Atlantic basin (Bell & Foster 1994; 
Foster 1995). These findings confirmed that 
the Late Pliocene/Early Pleistocene Atlantic 
populations had gone extinct (Orti et al. 1994; 
Mäkinen & Merilä 2008) before the recent col-
onisation of the extant Atlantic populations. 
Third, the worldwide phylogeny resolved the 
decade-long controversy over the origin of the 
Black Sea populations. Some previous studies 
suggested that Black Sea populations origi-
nated from a recent invasion from the Medi-
terranean Sea (Mäkinen et al. 2006; Mäkinen 
& Merilä 2008) rather than by pre-Pleistocene 
colonisation from North-eastern Europe (Mün-
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zing 1963; Sanz et al. 2015). My results are con-
sistent with the first hypothesis. 

Phylogenomics of the nine-spined stickle-
back and other Pungitius species

The phylogenies of nine-spined sticklebacks 
and other six Pungitius species inferred by the 
ML-based and MSC-based methods (Chapter 
III) indicated there were two major divergent 

clades within the genus Pungitius (Fig. 4). One 
of these clades contained the species P. ty-
mensis, P. sinensis and P. kaibarae residing in 
the Far East (hereafter: sinensis-clade), and 
the other clade contained the species P. platy-
gaster, P. hellenicus, P. laevis and P. pungitius 
(nine-spined stickleback) inhabiting Eurasia 
and North America (hereafter: Pungitius-clade; 
Fig. 4). The wider distribution range of the 
Pungitius-clade is explained by the broad dis-
tribution of one species, the nine-spined stick-
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leback, which occurs from North America to 
Eurasia (Fig. 4). The phylogenies also revealed 
four major intraspecific lineages of the nine-
spined stickleback: North American, Far East, 
Eastern European and Western European lin-
eages (Fig. 4a). 

My data allowed me to infer a broad-scale bi-
ogeographical history of the Pungitius genus, 
suggesting that it originated from multiple 
colonisations from the Far East through the 
Arctic Sea basin (Fig. 4). The TMRCA of the 
studied Pungitius taxa could be traced back 
to 7.15–11.61 Mya, in the late Miocene. This is 
the split time between the sinensis-clade and 
Pungitius-clade, which overlapped with the 
first opening of the Bering Strait (7.4–4.8 Mya; 
Marincovich & Gladenkov 1999). The diver-
sification within the sinensis-clade occurred 
4.26 Mya in the Pliocene (Fig. 4b; Chapter III), 

through which three species (P. tymensis, P. sin-
ensis and P. kaibarae) evolved in the Far East. 
However, the diversification history of the Pun-
gitius-clade is apparently more complex, as it 
contained species and populations across the 
Pacific and Atlantic basins. 

Based on the geographical considerations and 
the inferred phylogenetic affinities, the Pungi-
tius-clade evolved two (or more) lineages in the 
Atlantic 7.15–11.61 Mya (Fig. 4b). One of these 
lineages colonised towards the Ponto-Caspian 
area through ice lakes and gave rise to the two 
southernmost species, P. platygaster and P. hel-
lenicus. The other lineage split into P. laevis and 
P. pungitius about 2.43–4.30 Mya (Fig. 4b; Fig. 
S3 in Chapter III). Among these, P. laevis might 
represent the first wave of trans-Arctic coloni-
sation of Europe.
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The diversification of extant nine-spined stick-
lebacks started from North America about 
1.87–3.57 Mya (TMRCA). The common ancestor 
in the Far East gave rise to the independent col-
onisations of Europe and North America, and 
the European nine-spined sticklebacks evolved 
into two divergent intraspecific lineages that 
split from each other about 0.43–0.92 Mya (Fig. 
4b). The phylogenetic analyses in Chapter III 
also revised the colonisation scenarios for the 
Western and Eastern Europe lineages (WE and 
EE) of the nine-spined stickleback. The results 
reject the hypotheses that the southern Eu-
ropean refugia were the source of the EE and 
WE lineages (Shikano et al. 2010; Teacher et al. 
2011). Instead, the results support the hypoth-
esis that Europe experienced two independent 
colonisations: the WE lineage invaded from 
north along the Norwegian coast, and the EE 
lineage colonised from western Russia through 
Finland along with the retreating Scandinavi-
an ice sheet.

My results further clarified the long-standing 
conundrum over Pungitius taxonomy. The SNP-
based phylogeographic patterns and genetic 
divergence analyses suggested there were at 
least seven Pungitius species, and the origi-
nally recognized “freshwater-” and “omono-” 
type P. pungitius actually correspond to P. si-
nesis and P. kaibarea, respectively (Chapter 
III). This updates the affinities suggested by 
earlier mitochondrial (e.g. Takahashi & Goto 
2001; Takata et al. 1987; Wang et al. 2015) and 
the morphology-based studies (e.g. Takata et 
al. 1987), verifying that mtDNA and morphol-
ogy-based systematic inferences in this genus 
can be misleading (see also: Wang et al. 2015; 
Takahashi et al. 2016). The results of my ge-
netic analyses also suggest that there may be 
additional species to be described in this ge-
nus: divergent lineages within P. laevis and P. 
pungitius might turn out to be different species 
in studies to come. In fact, one of the three P. 

laevis lineages has recently been described as 
a new species, P. vulgaris (Denys et al. 2018).

Frequent hybridization and introgression 
events were found among Pungitius species 
on the basis of the incongruence between mi-
tochondrial and nuclear gene trees (mito-nu-
clear incongruence), as well as on the basis of 
D-statistic and DFOIL tests (Chapter III). First, 
four cases of mito-nuclear incongruence were 
detected, three of which occurred in the sinen-
sis-clade and one in the Pungitius-clade (Chap-
ter III). These mito-nuclear incongruences 
suggested the occurrence of inter-specific ad-
mixture and past mitochondrial capture events 
(i.e., complete replacements of mitochondria of 
one species with that from the other species) 
among four out of the seven studied Pungitius 
species. Such high incidence of mito-nuclear 
incongruence highlights the limitation of mito-
chondrial markers in taxonomic inference (e.g., 
Toews & Brelsford 2012). Moreover, D-statis-
tic and DFOIL tests confirmed admixture in the 
nuclear genomes of these Pungitius species. All 
nuclear introgression cases involved P. pungi-
tius, including admixtures between P. pungi-
tius and P. sinensis, between P. pungitius and P. 
kaibarae, and between P. pungitius and P. laevis 
lineage III (Chapter III). 

Geographically heterogeneous 
parallel evolution in three-spined 
sticklebacks 

My analyses of genome-wide SNP data from 
global samples of marine and freshwater pop-
ulations of G. aculeatus revealed 0.208% of the 
genotyped loci to be associated with marine–
freshwater genetic parallelism (Fig. 5e-h; see 
more identified LD-clusters of this category in 
the Chapter IV). However, 10.3 times more loci 
(2.149%) were involved in marine–freshwater 
differentiation exclusively for the Eastern Pa-
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cific populations (Fig. 5b-d). Thus, the results 
revealed marked heterogeneity in the degree 
of parallel genetic evolution in three-spined 
sticklebacks, which was much more pervasive 
in the Eastern Pacific than anywhere else in 
the world.

The signatures of genetic parallelism were ver-
ified by FST genome scans. The genomic regions 
of elevated marine–freshwater differentiation 
(FST) were overlapping with the regions identi-
fied by LDna analyses that showed signatures 
of parallel evolution (Fig. 5a-h). These signa-
tures could be seen both in the Eastern Pacif-
ic and in the Atlantic regions reflecting global 
parallelism (top two panels of Fig. 5b-d). My 
analyses successfully recovered most of the 
marine–freshwater differentiated genomic 
regions from the seminal study of Jones et al. 
(2012), missing only the small genomic regions 
that had low (or no) sequencing coverage or 
low ecotype differentiation in my data (Chap-
ter IV). 

The finding of geographically heterogeneous 
genetic parallelism of three-spined stickle-
backs aligns with the results of recent studies 
that focus on Atlantic populations (e.g. Fer-
chaud & Hansen 2016; Liu et al. 2018; Pujolar et 
al. 2017; Terekhanova et al. 2014; Terekhanova 
et al. 2019). For example, Ferchaud & Hansen 
(2016) and Liu et al. (2018) reported little par-
allelism in local adaptation, most notably in 
Denmark and Greenland, as compared to that 
seen in the Eastern Pacific populations. Simi-
larly, Terekhanova et al. (2014, 2019) identified 
only 21 distinct genomic regions showing con-
sistent marine-freshwater divergence in the 
White Sea area. 

These results are consistent with the LDna 
analyses in Chapter IV, where no LD-cluster 
showed parallel marine-freshwater divergence 
exclusively among non-Eastern Pacific popu-

lations, and that genomic regions underlying 
parallel evolution across trans-oceanic regions 
are a subset of the regions underlying paral-
lel evolution in the Eastern Pacific. Above all, 
based on the results of this and earlier studies, 
the patterns of genetic parallelism in three-
spined sticklebacks appear to be more locally 
restricted and involve fewer genomic regions 
than indicated by studies conducted in the 
Eastern Pacific region.

Both empirical data and the simulations (see 
Chapter IV) indicate reduced SGV in the evo-
lutionary younger Atlantic marine populations 
compared to the ancestral Eastern Pacific ma-
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Figure 6 | Ecological genetics of three-spined stickle-
backs. (a) Results of genetic simulations showing fre-
quency of freshwater-adapted alleles in the freshwater 
populations through generations at high and low levels of 
trans-oceanic gene flow and different QTL-densities (Chap-
ter IV). (b) Boxplots of observed heterozygosity in different 
geographical regions in the empirical and simulated data 
(empirical data, GLM, F2,64=43.05, P<0.001; simulated 
data: GLM, F1,238=509.7, P<0.001; Chapter IV). Only trends 
(rather than absolute values) of heterozygosity should 
be compared between empirical and simulated data. The 
simulations were based on the demographic scenario of 
the “transporter hypothesis” sensu Schluter & Conte (2009; 
Box 5).
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rine populations. In my data, individual hete-
rozygosity of Eastern Pacific freshwater-adapt-
ed alleles was 29 times lower in the Atlantic as 
compared to the Eastern Pacific (Fig. 6b; Chap-
ter IV). My analyses showed a statistically 
significant reduction in heterozygosity in the 
more recently colonised Atlantic region than in 
the ancestral Eastern Pacific region (general-
ized linear model [GLM], F2,64= 43.05, P < 0.001; 
Fig. 6b). The forward-in-time individual-based 
population genetic simulations, which followed 
a demographic scenario mimicking the spe-
cies’ colonisation history (Box 6a-e; Chapter 
I and II), predicted the same trend – a reduc-
tion in heterozygosity in the Atlantic region 
compared to that in the Eastern Pacific region 
(GLM, F1,238= 509.7, P < 0.001; Chapter V).

Schluter and Conte (2009) proposed the ‘trans-
porter hypothesis’ to account for parallel evo-
lution of freshwater three-spined stickleback 
populations (Box 6). In light of this hypothesis, 
the lower levels of genetic parallelism in the 
Atlantic could be explained by the loss of fresh-
water-adapted alleles due to founder effects 
and/or selection against the freshwater adapt-
ed alleles in the marine environment during 

the colonisation of the Atlantic Ocean basin 
(Box 6; Fig. 6a). 

A possible alternative explanation for the ob-
served high levels of marine–freshwater ge-
netic parallelism in the Eastern Pacific com-
pared to rest of the world is provided by the 
“secondary contact” hypothesis (Bierne et al. 
2013; Box 6f-g). Following this hypothesis, the 
freshwater three-spined sticklebacks from the 
Eastern Pacific could have originated from an 
old freshwater population that colonised fresh-
water habitats by following meltwater from re-
treating glaciers after the last ice age (Box 6f). 
If the resulting freshwater population then re-
mained isolated from any marine populations 
(Box 6f), the adaptive and neutral genetic dif-
ferences between marine and freshwater pop-
ulations could have evolved in allopatry, i.e. in 
the absence of gene flow. Following a second-
ary contact between the marine and freshwa-
ter populations (Box 6g) only after the Atlantic 
basin was colonised from the Pacific, this sce-
nario could result in extensive genetic parallel-
ism exclusively among freshwater populations 
in the Eastern Pacific. In support of the “sec-
ondary contact” scenario, there is geological 
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Figure 7 | Quantitative comparison 
of genetic parallelism between 
three- and nine-spined stickle-
backs. (a, b) Genome-wide allelic 
marine-freshwater differentiation 
(FST) of the Atlantic populations of 
the two species, respectively. The loci 
associated with marine-freshwater 
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evidence for existence of ice-lakes in the East-
ern Pacific (Chapter IV), and my data revealed 
long-range LD associated with the genetic par-
allelism Eastern Pacific (Fig. 5b; Chapter IV). 
Consistent with a secondary contact event, Ho-
henlohe et al. (2012) also found extensive long-
range LD among the marine individuals from 
the Eastern Pacific. However, testing whether 
the “secondary contact” scenario better ex-
plains the patterns of parallel evolution in the 
Eastern Pacific than the transporter hypothe-
sis is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Contrasting levels of genetic par-
allelism between three- and nine-
spined sticklebacks

My analyses revealed contrasting levels of ge-
netic parallelism between the two ecological-
ly similar and geographically co-distributed 
stickleback species: there were 95 genomic re-

gions identified to be under parallel evolution 
in three-spined sticklebacks, whereas only 
four were identified in the nine-spined stickle-
back (Fig. 7e; Chapter V). Moreover, the pro-
portion of loci (relative to the whole data set) 
associated with marine–freshwater differen-
tiation across multiple populations was 123.4 
times higher in three- than nine- spined stick-
lebacks (Fig. 7d). 

My data suggests that nine-spined sticklebacks 
have a reduced and more fragmented pool of 
SGV than the three-spined stickleback (Chap-
ter V). First, the levels of genetic differentia-
tion among nine-spined stickleback popula-
tions exceeds those of three-spined stickleback 
populations by a factor of 2.12 (global FST, Fig. 
8d; Chapter V). A similar trend was observed 
in earlier, more geographically restricted stud-
ies (DeFaveri et al. 2012; Merilä 2014; but see: 
Raeymaekers et al. 2017). Second, my analyses 
revealed 23-fold stronger IBD among marine 
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ferentiation in three- and 
nine-spined sticklebacks. 
(a) Sampling map of the 
populations used in Chap-
ter V. (b, c) Heat map of 
pairwise population differ-
entiation (FST) in three- and 
nine-spined sticklebacks, 
respectively. (d) Global FST 
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95% CI). (e) Boxplot of indi-
vidual heterozygosity (H) of 
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(see Results).
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nine- than three-spined stickleback popula-
tions (Fig. 9; Chapter V). Third, three-spined 
sticklebacks have higher levels of genetic diver-
sity than nine-spined sticklebacks (Chapter 
V). Specifically, the average heterozygosity (H) 
, nuclear diversity (π) and Watterson’s theta (θ) 
were all significantly higher in the former than 
the latter species (H: GLMM: F1,258.85=91.33, 
P<0.001; π: GLMM, F1,58.91=10.34, P=0.002; θ: 
GLMM, F1,58.98=12.48, P<0.001; Fig. 8e,f). Earli-
er studies also showed lower levels of genetic 
diversity in nine-spined than in three-spined 
stickleback populations (DeFaveri et al. 2012; 
Merilä 2013). In both species, marine popula-
tions had higher genetic diversity than fresh-
water populations (H: GLMM: F1,257.14=25.70, 
P<0.001; π: GLMM, F1,58.98=12.49, P<0.001; θ: 
GLMM, F1,58.61=7.25, P<0.01; Fig. 8e,f). This ev-
idence suggests substantially stronger drift in 
freshwater than in marine populations, as well 
as among nine- than three-spined stickleback 
populations. As such, stronger genetic drift 
would result in a more heterogeneous pool of 
SGV available for freshwater adaption in nine- 
compared to three-spined sticklebacks, hence 
reducing the probability of parallel evolution.

Population history also plays an important 
role in determining the probability of genet-
ic parallelism not only because it affects the 
contemporary demographic parameters, but 
also because closely related taxa share more 
similarities in the environment and genetic 
characteristics which work to enhance genet-
ic parallelism among them (Conte et al. 2012; 
Ord & Summers 2015; Rosenblum et al. 2014). 
Phylogenomic analyses show that the diver-
gence times among lineages of nine-spined 
sticklebacks are much older than those within 
three-spined sticklebacks (Chapters I, II and 
III). This is also true in the case of the Atlan-
tic basin populations used to compare levels of 
genetic parallelism between the two species. 
Therefore, the older evolutionary history of 

the nine-spined sticklebacks could have con-
tributed to lower levels of genetic parallelism. 
In the comparative analyses, I found a signifi-
cant negative correlation between divergence 
time and genetic parallelism in nine- but not in 
three-spined sticklebacks (Chapter V), prob-
ably because there is much lower variance in 
divergence time in three-spined sticklebacks. 
This suggests a significant role for divergence 
time in affecting the probability of genetic par-
allelism in taxa with older evolutionary age 
and/or stronger population structure.
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Last but not least, the more heterogeneous 
pool of SGV in nine- compared to three-spined 
sticklebacks may also suggest that the former 
species is subject to less optimal adaptive solu-
tions when adapting to new or changing en-
vironmental conditions. This is because the 
nine-spined stickleback, due to its smaller Ne 
and restricted gene flow, is less likely than the 
three-spined stickleback to acquire adaptive 
variants through gene flow and from new mu-
tations (cf. Barrett and Schluter 2008). Using 
simulations, Kemppainen et al. (2020) predict-
ed that strong IBD in the sea restricts freshwa-
ter populations from reaching their adaptive 
optima due to limited SGV in the founding ma-
rine populations. Therefore, my results pre-
dict that with an increasing degree of popula-
tion subdivision, the probability of gene reuse 
would decrease, leading to lower potential for 
local adaptation when colonising novel habi-
tats.

Conclusions and Outlook

A well-defined phylogenetic context is needed 
to study evolution in replicate populations. The 
first part of this thesis addressed phylogenetic 
and demographic hypotheses regarding evolu-
tionary histories and relationships in each spe-
cies (Chapters I, II and III). This knowledge 
provided the backbone on which the rest of the 
thesis is built, providing a framework through 
which hypotheses about parallel evolution 
can be tested. In the second part of the thesis, 
I found evidence for strong heterogeneity in 
the degree of parallel genetic evolution within 
three-spined sticklebacks, as well as between 
three- and nine-spined sticklebacks (Chapters 
IV and V). Interestingly, in both cases, heter-
ogeneity in genetic parallelism (repeatability 
of evolution) could be largely explained by the 
corresponding distribution of SGV across pop-
ulations, which is in turn partly explained by 
the species’ demographic and evolutionary his-
tory.

The phylogeny of three-spined sticklebacks in-
dicated that their ancestral population resided 
in the Eastern Pacific region, and the Atlantic 
Ocean was invaded through the Arctic Ocean 
and Bering Strait just before LGM. My results 
in Chapters I and II revealed that the spe-
cies diversification was far more recent than 
suggested by previous studies and that the 
current Northern European populations were 
colonised from a southern refuge post-glacial-
ly. The phylogenies of nine-spined stickleback 
and the other six Pungitius species in Chapter 
III indicated that the origin of the genus Pun-
gitius resides in the Far East, from where they 
colonised the rest of their current distribution 
range via the Arctic Ocean basin. My results 
also provide evidence for frequent hybridi-
zation within the genus Pungitius, and clari-
fy taxonomic identities and affinities among 
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problematic taxa. In general, the results illus-
trate the power of large genomic data sets in 
resolving evolutionary and systematics conun-
drums (Chapter III). Although my study es-
tablished a robust phylogenetic hypothesis of 
evolutionary relationships in the genus Pungi-
tius, future studies should seek to sample more 
populations of sparsely sampled species (e.g. 
P. platygaster), and include unsampled species 
described on the basis of their morphology (e.g. 
P. bussei [Eschmeyer et al. 2016] and P. polyako-
vi [Shedko et al. 2005]).

With a focus on parallel evolution in the three-
spined stickleback model, I found strong geo-
graphic heterogeneity in genetic parallelism 
in this species – genetic parallelism among 
Eastern Pacific freshwater populations was 10 
times greater than anywhere elsewhere in the 
world (Chapter IV). Such a regional discrepan-
cy was most likely caused by the stochastic loss 
of freshwater-adapted alleles during historic 
colonisation, because the genomic regions in-
volved in parallelism in the Atlantic region are 
a subset of those found in the Eastern Pacific 
region, and there was a significant reduction 
of SGV in the Atlantic Ocean compared to the 
ancestral Eastern Pacific region. These results 
suggest that the extraordinary levels of par-
allelism exhibited in the Eastern Pacific – on 
which most studies are based – are potentially 
exceptional. As suggested by this phenomenon 
in three-spined sticklebacks, future work stud-
ying parallel evolution in any species might 
need to consider the generality of the genom-
ic pattern with respect to parallel evolution at 
broader geographic scales. Moreover, future 
studies on parallel evolution should carefully 
assess whether introgression and other de-
mographic events have contributed to unu-
sually high levels of genetic parallelism in the 
wild. This “secondary contact” scenario can be 
identified as an alternative explanation for the 
high level of parallelism in the three-spined 

sticklebacks in the Eastern Pacific (Box 6f-g), 
but has not been fully explored in this thesis 
(see results and discussion). To examine this 
hypothesis, future work would need to incor-
porate more samples from the Eastern Pacific, 
and involve coalescent and/or forward-in-time 
individual-based simulations to rigorously test 
alternative demographic scenarios.

By comparing population demographic char-
acteristics, evolutionary histories and genetic 
parallelism between two co-distributed spe-
cies that are likely to be under similar selective 
pressure, the results of Chapter V indicated 
that nine-spined sticklebacks exhibit strong-
er population subdivision, less SGV and much 
lower levels of parallel evolution than three-
spined sticklebacks. These findings suggest 
that the heterogeneous pool of SGV accessible 
to nine-spined stickleback demes has result-
ed in lower levels of genetic parallelism than 
observed in the three-spined stickleback. 
This provides evidence that strong population 
structuring limits parallel evolution. However, 
my comparative study was restricted to the At-
lantic region because of the lack of the marine 
samples of nine-spined stickleback from the 
Pacific region. Future studies including sam-
ples from Pacific marine populations, as well as 
incorporation of other stickleback species for a 
multi-species comparative study, could further 
clarify the factors influencing the predictabili-
ty of evolution.

Overall, the results in this thesis indicate that 
the genetic solutions to similar adaptive chal-
lenges are heterogeneous within and across 
taxa. This likely reflects heterogeneous dis-
tribution of SGV within and among species, 
highlighting the role of evolutionary history 
and demographic context in affecting adaptive 
processes in natural populations. 
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